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Abstract: This work reports several issues found by the author throughout his professional career, concerning 
academic leadership. Topics like (i) out-of-field teaching/researching, and (ii) time management in faculty hiring or 
new role assignment, are addressed. Besides, the author describes which fundamental decisions he´d take if he could 
manage a higher education institution or academic department. The topics covered are crucial for the success of any 
higher education institution, such as (a) hiring, (b) social engagement, (c) student assessment, (d) open mindedness, 
(e) prompt communication, (f) passion in work, and (g) freedom / trust. 
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1. Academic Leadership 
In the recent past, a lot of attention has been devoted to student mental health on university1 
campi. Research has shown that a large portion of students experience prominent levels of 
depressive symptoms, and that a significant portion of scholars are at risk of burnout (Gorczynski 
2018). Naturally, both previous facts are deeply related, since poor mental health have profound 
impact on the competence and productivity of academics. 
 
1 From now on, ‘university’ might be used to refer to any type of higher education institution. 
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Causing people to supress parts of their identity is limiting a valuable source of creativity. 
Managers should encourage identity integration (e.g., female engineers working in an environment 
where they don´t feel they have to dress like men) in order to boost innovation (Amabile and 
Khaire 2008). Richard Ingersoll, professor of Education and Sociology at the University of 
Pennsylvania, has done extensive research on teacher retention and quality. His studies reveal that 
most teachers have little input into the decisions that affect their work, and this lack of control 
drives many out of the classroom (Langhorne 2018). A recent report from the Consortium for 
Policy Research in Education shows that schools with (i) higher levels of teacher leadership – the 
amount of input teachers have in school decision-making, and (ii) higher focus on teaching and 
learning, produce greater student achievement (Langhorne 2018). Leadership is seen as the single 
key component in determining the success of a school (du Plessis et al. 2014). Teachers must be 
able to lead in the areas they are passionate about (Maiers 2019). According to teacherpowered.org, 
there are more than 120 teacher-powered public schools in USA, spanning at least 19 states and 
serving students from preschool to age 21. 85% of Americans agree teacher-powered schools are 
a good idea. These schools are not ‘anti-principal’; instead, they are managed by true leaders 
(Langhorne 2018).  
Aristotle (384 - 322 B.C), a prodigious Greek researcher and writer (see Fig. 1), is amongst the 
greatest philosophers of all time. In areas such as logic, metaphysics and philosophy of mind, 
ethics, political theory, aesthetics and rhetoric, and empirical biology, Aristotle’s theories have (i) 
provided interest and illumination, (ii) met with confrontation, and (iii) sparked debate (Shields 
2016). For Aristotle (Abambres 2019), a leader is the one caring about your happiness and creating 
the conditions for you to find your perfect role in the system (e.g., a company). According to 
Aristotle, if you are passionate at work, instead of fearful of (i) being fired, (ii) not getting a raise, 
(iii) not being promoted, or (iv) getting your values and opinions rejected or criticized (etc.), your 
performance will be way more effective. 
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Fig. 1. Statue of Aristotle in Stagira, Greece (taken from URL). 
 
 
Throughout our careers we are taught to conform to the status quo, i.e. to the opinions and 
behaviors of others. Organizations and their workers both pay a price: decreased engagement, 
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productivity and innovation. According to Gino (2016), if you want engaged employees, you 
should encourage them to question the status quo and bring out their signature strengths. 
 
 
 “Those who are crazy enough to think they can 
change the World, are the ones who do”, Steve Jobs 
 
 
2. Out-of-Field Teaching/Researching 
Hiring new professors is among the most consequential work done by academic departments, 
but the conduct of such tasks has often been left undiscussed (Chambliss 2006). A solid consensus, 
based on research and common sense, recognizes that teachers must be knowledgeable about the 
subjects they teach if they are to help all students achieve high academic standards (Jerald and 
Ingersoll 2002). According to Chambliss (2006), a well-tested rule to handle faculty searches, 
aimed at hiring the best possible person for the job, is to hire for demonstrated strength and not for 
lack of weakness – too often, candidates are eliminated for what they can´t do. If one hires for lack 
of weakness, what remains is one person who appears to be good at everything but great at nothing. 
Unfortunately, some colleagues insist on requiring that all their faculty be proficient in multiple 
unrelated areas. Many ask (i) great teachers to be productive scientists, (ii) the most dedicated 
researchers to spend time meeting with assistant deans on faculty governance committees, or (iii) 
gifted student advisors to win grants from the National Science Foundation, and when they don´t 
they get fired – a terrible waste (Chambliss 2006). The standard issue “balance of teaching, 
scholarship, and service” is a recipe for mediocrity, in which each individual, rather than the 
organization as a whole, must include all the needed skills. The result will be everybody trying to 
shore up their weaknesses instead of being spectacular successes in their strong areas (Chambliss 
2006). In any case, the best hiring strategy is to hire someone who´s great at something and place 
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him/her where that strength will do the most good. When hiring new talent, Finnigan (2014) 
believes that passion can actually play a greater role than experience towards success. Kiesa Kelly 
(PhD), chair of the psychology department at Tennessee State University, aims to hire candidates 
who (Abrams 2018) are passionate about (i) teaching, (ii) mentorship and (iii) cultural competence, 
instead of hiring for the (a) reputation of the institutions in their CV, and (b) publication record (a 
strongly criticized matter in Abambres et al. 2018, 2019).  
 
 
Fig. 2. Out-of-field (or at least “out-of-passion”) researching also occurs,  
inclusively with students, as reported in here. 
 
 
For Smoot (2013), great teachers are passionate about the content of their teaching. 
Nevertheless, as most faculty know, it´s not uncommon to be asked to teach a course you don´t 
feel fully prepared to, especially if you are a junior faculty member. The issue of careless 
assignment of teachers is not new and is a universal problem, but in the past two decades it has 
become to be seen as one of the major hindrances to quality education. A major issue is knowing 
why something is important in an area outside your expertise (Rhem 2010), but the worst 
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consequence is perhaps the creation of a vicious cycle (Sambe 2015) – a teacher not satisfied with 
the job resigns, leaving an urgent vacancy that needs to be filled quickly by the administration, 
which most likely hires an out-of-field teacher (the easy way). Research has found that teaching 
out-of-field can compromise “teaching competence” – e.g., ineffective teaching methods are likely 
to be used, teacher’s identity and well-being are disrupted, and it’s often associated with teacher 
strain and attrition (Hobbs 2014, 2015, Sambe 2015). Education institutions are becoming too 
much like businesses – teachers and students don´t really matter, which ignores the unique purpose 
of those organizations – providing an effective teaching and learning environment.  
 
3. Time Management in Faculty Hiring or New Role Assignment 
In my experience2 (including testimonials from other academics I´ve met), virtual all higher 
education private institutions show terrible time management skills in faculty hiring or new role 
assignment (for faculty already employed by the institution). They simply don´t assign a new job 
early enough (i.e., at least 1 month per course prior the start of the semester) so that professors are 
able to thoroughly prepare their classes. They just don´t care! Not even when they get 
spontaneous applications way before the beginning of classes or are aware in advance about 
professors’ aims to teach new courses. Authorities of higher education institutions do not 
understand that this bad time management jeopardizes education and their business. With lack of 
time to prepare lectures, professors (i) might get anxious, (ii) might miss important hours of sleep, 
(iii) won´t have enough time to update their classes based on the state of art, (iv) won´t have enough 
time to improve the teaching methods, and (v) might have to stop researching to manage preparing 
all lectures in time. Both professors and students are negatively affected. 
 
 
2, 3 Already quite vast, although still a young professional (check my LinkedIn). 
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4. Higher Education Management: Abambres’ proposal 
Next I´m describing in an upfront manner which fundamental decisions I´d take if I could 
manage a higher education institution or academic department. That decision-making is crucial for 
the success of any higher education institution, and according to my experience3 it has not been 
adopted by most private universities. For me the University should not be a place to prepare people 
for real life, but a place to teach them how to be happier and change real life for better. 
 
4.1 Hiring 
I´d hire only passionate and proactive people and I´d offer them jobs that would fully comply 
with their passions. Concerning faculty hiring or role assignment for teaching, every employee 
would have been assigned any course (and respective syllabus, if not to be created from scratch by 
the employee) at least 2 months before the beginning of classes. A contract would be signed as 
soon as any professor knew all the teaching duties for the new semester. 
 
4.2 Social Engagement 
Building relationships with students beyond the classroom can help drive learning, since they 
typically work harder with people they have empathy with (Maiers 2019, Brooks 2019). I have felt 
throughout my experience that there’s a lack of social engagement with students and other faculty 
in private universities, especially in Portugal. In South America, people are more open minded and 
talkative, which helps even if no social engagement is promoted by the university. Creating non-
compulsory ways of social engagement is always beneficial because (i) everyone is free not to 
participate, and (ii) it´s an opportunity to get more empathy with students and colleagues, which 
increases happiness in work. 
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4.3 Student Assessment 
In my opinion all tests or exams should be multiple-choice-based and carried out in institutional 
computers for that purpose. A software should be created so that those types of assessment are 
immediately classified, saving lots of time to professors (who could use it to rest more, improve 
their classes, or research). In my opinion (I might publish a paper about it soon), it´s perfectly 
possible to assess (i) theoretical questions, (ii) reasoning questions, and (iii) the ability to get the 
right numerical solution of a problem, via multiple-choice tests. Moreover, it can be perfectly 
guaranteed (via correction criteria and the amount of answer choices per question) no risk of 
cheating and very low chances of selecting right answers by luck. Furthermore, group or individual 
home assignments should be evaluated by oral presentation in classroom only, i.e. every 
assessment in any course would be based on student’s performance in the class/assessment room. 
 
4.4 Open Mindedness 
Authorities (deans, directors, academic coordinators) in academia should be highly open 
minded. Open mindedness is key for the development of creative and innovative work and 
decisions. All authorities should be open to the proactiveness of their employees, who (like me) 
might constantly be thinking on ways to improve their working conditions and to attract more 
professionals and students to be part of the university. People like me straightforwardly email/text 
authorities to share negative facts about the university (e.g., noisy library, outdated/damaged 
hardware and software) or suggest improvements. Unfortunately, I´ve felt that most authorities 
don´t like nor encourage this type of communication. In my experience, most of them not even 
answer my emails.      
 
4.5 Prompt Communication 
Some academic authorities (deans, directors, academic coordinators) take too much time to 
reply to emails or any other type of digital communication. Some don´t even care about replying 
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at all (even when we get to know that messages are received and read – e.g., WhatsApp). The 
minimum that should be done would be replying within 24 (ideally)-36 hours to let the sender 
know his/her message was received and will be carefully analyzed sometime soon. If one is too 
busy to make it possible, that task should be assigned to someone else. 
 
4.6 Passion 
The way to maximize any company’s performance is to hire passionate people only. Research 
shows that the best teachers are passionate about teaching and driven by a deep desire to help others 
(Hattie and Clinton 2008). I wouldn´t hire people who work for other companies outside academia. 
It turns out that those employees are not passionate enough about teaching or researching. Those 
who do, think their time is too short to work, get new knowledge, and improve their skills. Working 
outside academia typically makes those employees perform crucial academic duties in a rush, which 
jeopardizes education. The real passionate people I´d hire would be the ones who don´t have many 
passions – those who like to focus on a few areas so they can excel in all of them. 
According to Murray (2019), passionate teachers are those committed to students’ success, i.e. 
showing students how education can be used to achieve their goals/passions – sometimes 
called passion-based learning, instead of focusing on the achievement of good grades. By doing what 
they love, students learn to try hard, take risks, and ‘never’ quit. Being around passionate people is 
the best way to become passionate (Hatfield et al. 1994, Maiers 2019), which can drive success.  
 
 
 
“The lecturer should give the audience full 
reason to believe that all his/her powers have 
been exerted for their pleasure and instruction”, 
Michael Faraday (in AMM 2019). 
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“Teaching is not a profession; it´s a passion. 
Without passion for your subject and a desire 
for your students to learn and be the best in 
the World, then we have failed as a teacher”, 
John F. Podojil (in AMM 2019). 
 
“Don´t ask yourself what the World needs, 
ask yourself what makes you come alive 
and then go and do that. Because what the 
World needs is people who come alive”, 
Howard Thurman (in Maiers 2017). 
 
 
4.7 Freedom / Trust 
Most of private universities I already worked for care more about student complaints than what 
hired faculty think to be the best teaching methods for a particular course. Regardless the number 
of complaints, those coordinators and directors believe that the best education is the one leading 
to immediate happiness during any class. According to opinions from Clóvis de Barros Filho, Kant 
(renowned philosophers) and mine, those academic authorities are fully wrong (Abambres 
2019). Educating in that way makes Man’s growth unfeasible, because an effective education 
process must include student discomfort, ‘pain’, mistakes, correction or warning. Acting in higher 
education like students are dumb or still children, hyper-protecting them, will definitely slow down 
the development of their intellectual capacity. Examples of such behavior by academic 
authorities are: 
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- Asking faculty not to present power point slides with contents not in the national language, even 
though the class is fully given in the national language and the secondary languages used in slides 
are the two most popular in the western world (Spanish and English). Moreover, one should bear 
in mind that faculty might have no other choice than using other languages (e.g., from textbooks 
used to prepare the classes, from presentations previously prepared for a foreign audience) to 
guarantee that classes are prepared on time, as consequence of the awful time management 
practiced by academic authorities (see section 3).  
- Asking faculty to solve all the exercises on the classroom board, step-by-step, instead of 
explaining the step-by-step resolution in power point slides made available to every student. They 
argue that if we don´t do it on the board, students won´t follow all our reasoning and won´t have 
the courage to tell the professor they don´t understand some step (LoL). 
 
 
“It doesn´t make sense to hire smart people 
and tell them what to do; we hire smart 
people so they can tell us what to do”, 
Steve Jobs (in Schroeder 2018). 
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